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SUMMARY
During the course of the international German-Dutch study programme of the National Comité 4&5
May in 2015, the idea for the project We Moving People arose. The participants transformed the initial
idea and mandate to develop an exhibition, into a campaign around the theme of refugees. This project
will entail highlighting objects - related to stories of flight and displacement - in museums, by means of
refugees reflecting on objects from the museum as well as on their own personal belongings/objects
they have brought with them. The goal is to show that flight is of all times - flight in the past has
become part of our history today. The objects establish a relationship between historical objects and
their own personal refugee story. Small miniature figures (casts) are made from all the refugees
involved in this project and will form an integral part of the overarching exhibition in all the
participating museums in Germany and the Netherlands.
The refugees will reflect and tell stories of flight associated with objects chosen from the museum
collection and their own objects. By means of a linked social media campaign, a cross-pollination takes
place between historical objects and related stories; the documentaries and contemporary stories. The
joint collaboration between museums, civil society organizations and citizens give this campaign an
extra boost.
In 2016, a project manager was hired - on behalf of the group and with contributions from the National
Committee 4&5 May and Landeszentrale für politische Bildung NRW - to investigate the feasibility of
the project and further develop the concept. By February 2017, the plan is clearly defined, there is a
sample documentary, and a presentation of the project is presented. Agreements are in place with
several museums in Germany and The Netherlands who commit to the project We. Moving People
from June 2017. The project starts in July 2017.
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Introduction
We. Moving People is an initiative of the participants of the ‘study-program’ of the National Commité
4&5 May which took place in 2015. The conceptual pilot is supported by the Landeszentrale für
politische Bildung Nordrhein Westfalen and the National Commité.
In May and November 2015, the National Commité 4&5 May organized a study trip for nine German
and nine Dutch employees of historic (war) museums and memorial centres of World War Two. The
participants (educational staff members and curators) visited museums in the Netherlands and Berlin
and were given the opportunity to exchange best practices, discuss differences and commonalities, and
inspire each other. The initial focus on developing an exhibition for young people who recently
migrated to Europe, shifted to the theme of refugees: how do museums and institutions deal with
current refugee issues and how do they do so within the public realm? The group came up with the
concept: We. Moving People.
The We. Moving People project is a new kind of collaboration for most museums. Never before have
they worked together in this form or fashion. The stories of flight from the past has become part of our
present history; with the refugees, it will probably be similar in the future: We. Moving People .
Motivation
Fleeing is not a new phenomenon. For centuries people have been forced to flee because of different
reasons: war, oppression, hunger or climate change. How did they flee, where did they run to? Were
they welcomed with open arms or rejected? What became of them? With these questions in mind, we
search for stories of historical refugees. Our museums contain a wealth of facts, stories, images and
objects on and about the history of flight. We know that it is part of our heritage but we often are not
aware of the context. Also Europeans once had to flee persecution and war, and found shelter in other
countries and have been absorbed into our society. Their history has become our history. Will that be
similar with present refugees? And who can illustrate that better than museums?
Aim
1. By telling personal stories we can free the personal story of people seeking for refuge from the
image of refugees being an anonymous crowd. Thus, we can emphasize their individuality.
2. We want to show that humanity is always in motion and that former refugees enriched the
culture of their newly chosen home country. Thus, there is no such thing as a persistent,
homogenous, national society.
3. By telling historical cases of refugees, the subject of migration and refugees is placed into a
broader historical perspective.
4. By showing what happened to and with refugees in history (the positive stories of integration
and enrichment of the culture and the negative stories of isolation and rejection), we want to
raise awareness and question ourselves what we can learn from history.

Connecting exhibition
We. Moving People has a simple and strong design and formula. It is a project supported by X
museums, and presented within a varied spectrum in the Netherlands and Germany. In essence, the
project is not a traveling exhibition but a connecting exhibition. Each museum has something to
contribute. The stories and objects from various historical collections form, as it were, together the
exhibition. Participating museums highlight art work/objects that are linked to stories of flight and
elaborate on it with informative text explaining the particular refugee context. Museums in the
Netherlands and Germany participate simultaneously.
We. Moving People is much more than an exhibition: it is a campaign that transcends the collection
and location of each individual museum, partly because of the linkage with refugees of today.
Museums, organizations and individuals jointly create and build on this this campaign also through
social media.
Moving People
In 2015 the initiative Moving People was started in the Netherlands by the Power of Art House (POAH an artistic think tank and creative collective). Tiny
miniature figures of refugees were distributed
across several Dutch cities and are now found in
other countries around the world. We. Moving
People builds on this initiative with a ‘new
edition’. Refugees are asked to reflect on museum
objects in short documentaries. Casts – in the
form of miniature figures – are made from the
refugees and are exhibited in the participating
museums. The collection of miniature refugee
figures form an integral part of each museum
exhibition, and as a result take on a connecting
role: connecting the refugees and museums in
both Germany and The Netherlands. These figures
can be moved or taken along. They also refer to a digital platform where the refugees’ own personal
stories of flight are told, but also where documentaries are shown and information about the selected
objects from the collections can be found.

The choice of the collection
Every museum puts forward a small number of objects. One of
these objects becomes connected to the flight story of the
refugee: an object the refugee can relate to, reflect on and/or
with which they associate personal feelings of flight. It can
include paintings by artists who had to flee once, portraits of
refugees, or items that have been brought along by refugees or
images that depict the flight of refugees. They transform the
background information of the object into a textualised story.

The documentary
In a short film of up to 8 minutes, we see
the face of the refugee up close, within a
tight frame and with a black background.
He/she looks straight at us. Listening to
the refugee’s story, we become part of
his/her world, we share in what is seen
and recognized in the object. Something
in the object triggers the memory of
their actual flight; where do you come
from, where are you going: the journey,
the memory of certain details of their
flight, the arrival and experience in a
new country. In the ‘new’ country a personal belonging, an object, is presented by the refugee which
captures and recalls his/her own story. That may be seen and recognized by future generations and
could become part of their cultural heritage. The film ends with a reflection on this personal object.
Link to the film: https://vimeo.com/201121691 (Password: WeMovingPeople@viewpoint)
The museum installation
A We. Moving People shelter in the museum ‘houses’ a display screen on which a loop of the short film
is screened. Photos of the museum object and the refugee’s own object hang on the inner walls of the
shelter. Through the refugees they are in dialogue with each other. The miniatures
(www.movingpeople.nu) of the refugees from all participating museums sit around you and are
watching along. They are a reference to the stories that are concurrently being told in other museums.
There is space in the shelter for only two people at a time. On a text panel the mission statement of
We. Moving People is set out and it also provides information on the museum object itself.

A stack of postcards display the museum object and the refugee, accompanied by a short description.
On the spot, you can write on one of these cards your own reflection and/or reaction, and post it in a
We. Moving People mailbox. These reactions are
listed on the website www.wemovingpeople.nu,
an extension of the existing site and linked to the
websites of the participating museums. The
miniature refugee can be found in the museum at
the original location of the object in question. A
set of postcards with the objects of all
participating museums is for sale in the museum
shop.

Opening and education
The project commences in all participating museums at the same time and has a duration of three
months. In the context of ‘access to the arts and culture in European museums’ the participating
museums could provide free admission for refugees.
Interaction with the visitors includes the postcards on which the visitor can share his/her associations
with the object and post it in a post box next to the shelter.

The digital campaign
The marketing department of every museum forms a crucial link in We. Moving People. They provide
interaction with their own regular public through newsletters, social media and their websites.
Museums can further choose to increase public awareness of the project by displaying posters
throughout the city: promoting the museum and digital access to the project.
The house style of the posters and other visual elements are under the auspices of Power of Art House
(POAH). Museums contact the local media directly.
NGOs can link onto the campaign by for example adding news about refugees, and refugees
themselves are given the opportunity to provide input. Other participating museums of the
We. Moving People project can share in the information and use it to offset their own participation.
The documentaries are hosted from a central location including the informative texts pertaining to the
chosen object of each museum as well as the stories of flight from the participating refugees.
What we expect from museums
Permanent features of each individual museum campaign are: the museum installation, the
documentary, the museum object and an object from the refugee, the opening event and possibly
other objects from the museum collection linked to a story of flight.
To make this possible, every participating museum will :
- suggest objects/art work from the museum that are linked to stories of flight on which the refugee
can reflect;
- highlight art work/objects that are linked to stories of flight and elaborate on it with informative
text explaining the particular refugee context; in addition, provide a space to exhibit the refugee’s own
personal object;
- provide an appropriate space for the installation in the museum i.e. “shelter” (tent);
- place a miniature refugee at the original location of the chosen museum object which is reflected
upon by the refugee;
- launch the campaign around the same time as other participating museums;
- involve their marketing/communication department to draw attention to the exhibition on social
media, posters or other means op publicity, using the POAH supplied house style
The planning
In the Month of the History (Maand van de Geschiedenis) in October 2017, 10 museums will
simultaneously launch We. Moving People in the Netherlands. Amsterdam takes the lead; with
preferably the Rijksmuseum, the Jewish Historical Museum, the Bible museum or Onze Lieve Heer op
Zolder in the forefront. To underscore the national character of the project, museums in other
provinces in The Netherlands are invited to join.
A similar launch in 10 museums in Germany will take place around the same time, of which three in
Nord Rhein Westphalia.
The duration of the show is 3 months in each museum.
Partners
We. Moving People is a collaboration between museums, historical institutions, refugee organizations
and citizens. For the documentary and campaign We. Moving People sought affiliation with the
internationally successful project of Moving People of POAH. Director Saskia Stolz provides cooperation
with a new edition of Moving People (tiny miniature figures of current refugees). Marjoleine Boonstra,

known for documentaries on Rothko as well as refugees, will accompany refugees into the museums
and let them reflectA stack of postcards display the museum object and the refugee, accompanied by a
short description. On the spot, you can write on one of these cards your own reflection and/or
reaction, and post it in a We. Moving People mailbox. These reactions are listed on the website
www.wemovingpeople.nu, an extension of the existing site and linked to the websites of the
participating museums. The miniature refugee can be found in the museum at the original location of
the object in question. A set of postcards with the objects of all participating museums is for sale in the
museum shop.
on the selected works. The resulting short documentaries will be shown in the museums and on the
Internet. Production company Viewpoint will produce this film series. Director Valérie Schuit is involved
in developing the overall concept together with two representatives from the group of initiators: Judith
Whitlau (JHM) and Valérie Deckers (AFS).
Organization
Niels Weitkamp, National Commité 4&5 May (initial funding)
Hans Wupper, Landeszentrale für politische Bildung NRW (initial funding)
Mirjam van Emden, Jewish Historical Museum (project administration)
Marjoleine Boonstra (documentary maker and think-tank)
Saskia Stolz, POAH (Moving People, stories of refugees and think-tank)
Valérie Schuit (film production and think-tank)
Annette Schautt (project manager and think-tank)
Valerie Deckers, Anne Frank Foundation (think tank)
Judith Whitlau, Joods Cultureel Kwartier (think tank)
Batya Wolff, Joods Cultureel Kwartier (think tank)
Sara Tas, Schouwburg, Joods Cultureel Kwartier (think tank)
Initiators
Valerie Deckers, Anne Frank Foundation
Judith Whitlau, Joods Cultureel Kwartier
Christel Tjeenk, Memorial Center Camp Westerbork
Cornelis van der Bas, Huis Doorn
Frederiek Biemans, Humanity House
Maritgen Rodenburg, Mariniersmuseum
Gert-Jan van Rijn, Museon
Pauljac Verhoeven, Museum Bronbeek
Sophia Schmitz Stiftung Stolpersteine / 7x jung
Michael Sulies, Deutsches Historisches Museum
Kaspar Nürnberg, Aktives Museum Faschismus und Widerstand
Katrin Unger, Gedenkstätte Bergen Belsen
Katja Anders, Gedenkstätte Sachsenhausen
Christoph Kreutzmüller, Haus der Wannseekonferenz / Jewish Museum
Christoph Spieker, Geschichtsort Villa ten Hompel
Karin Grimme, Militärhistorisches Museum der Bundeswehr
Daniel Gaede, Gedenkstätte Buchenwald

Résumés
Marjoleine Boonstra studied at the art-academy Minerva in Groningen and at the film school in
Amsterdam. She works as a photographer, has made video-installations and has produced both long
and short films. Central to her work is a deep interest in human life and a keen eye for simple details of
how people cope in their often-difficult circumstances. This has resulted in concise and strong films
about people all over the world, which have received numerous awards worldwide. One eye-catching
detail is the sleeping of people that returns both in her films and photography. Boonstra: “This serenity
under the most horrible circumstances ensures me the world survives. It shows the vulnerability of our
existence in its most ultimate form. This moves me.” Marjoleine Boonstra’s work has been shown at
musea, art galleries and filmfestivals in The Netherlands and abroad. Her work has received several
prizes. She is mentor of the master study programme at the NFTVA film academy in Amsterdam,
coaching several film projects and was tutor at the IDFA workshop 2014 and 2015. For more
information: www.marjoleineboonstra.onfabrik.com, www.marboni.nl
Annette Schautt is director of Shout! Partners in Culture, an organisation which promotes projects in
the field of art, culture and society. After her training as a classical singer, she fulfilled numerous
positions including as director of the Youth Orchestra of the Netherlands, KunstENhuis, she has led
various cultural festivals and was council president in politics. As a pioneer and innovator, she
organized workshops, networking events and think tanks. In 2015, she was project manager of the
National Commité 4&5 May and thus one of the initiators of the project We Moving People. Since
2012, she is the driver behind the new centre knowledge for diversity in Almere and was recently
appointed program director of Stichting Musea en Herinneringscentra (SMH) in the Netherlands.
Valérie Schuit has over 20 years experience as independent producer at Viewpoint Productions, an
Amsterdam based crossmedia production company with a strong tradition in documentary storytelling.
Telling stories is one of the most powerful tools to create a shared world, because stories tell us who
we are, they help us relate to each other. Viewpoint Productions is a network of dreamers, thinkers and
doers, who work together mixing disciplines, media and technology and thus producing meaningful and
imaginative films and audiovisual works. To broaden horizons and stimulate curiosity.
Saskia Stolz is founder of Power of Art House (POAH): a Dutch creative collective that commits art
interventions to bring lost political and social issues to the attention. We use art as a social weapon to
fight indifference. We aim to increase community involvement and solidarity in society. We use public
spaces to provoke public debate.
We believe that through creativity and humor loaded topics can be accessible to a wide audience and
the public debate can be initiated. Our goal is to open eyes to the stories of (distant) others. Our
creative interventions are useful strategies to increase, or even create, awareness. We also offer tools
for committed citizens, so they can show their empathy and raise their voice against injustice.

